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“Students will identify and demonstrate 
PRACTICES�THAT�CONTRIBUTE�TO�TEAMWORK�v�
Physical Education Program of Studies, 
Alberta Learning, 2000.
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�WORK�COOPERATIVELY�TO�

KEEP�BALLOONS�IN�THE�AIR
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�IDENTIFY�STRATEGIES�FOR�

SUCCESSFULLY�WORKING�TOGETHER�WITH�
others 

KEEP IT UP!
#HECK�TO�ENSURE�THAT�
students do not have latex 
allergies before beginning the 
ACTIVITY��0ROVIDE�EACH�STUDENT�WITH�A�BALLOON�AND�CHALLENGE�THEM�TO�KEEP�THE�BALLOON�IN�THE�
air. Encourage students to tap the balloon with a variety of body parts and explore other ways 
TO�KEEP�THE�BALLOON�IN�THE�AIR��3TOP�AFTER�TWO�MINUTES�AND�DIVIDE�THE�GROUP�IN�HALF��)NVITE�HALF�
THE�STUDENTS�TO�DEMONSTRATE�HOW�THEY�WERE�ABLE�TO�KEEP�THE�BALLOON�IN�THE�AIR�FOR����SECONDS�
WHILE�THE�OTHER�HALF�OBSERVES�AND�THEN�SWITCH�ROLES��#OMPLETING�THE�TASK�WITH�BEACH�BALLS�WILL�
INCREASE�THE�LEVEL�OF�DIFlCULTY�FOR�THOSE�STUDENTS�READY�FOR�A�GREATER�CHALLENGE�
$IVIDE�STUDENTS�INTO�GROUPS�OF����AND�PROVIDE�EACH�GROUP�WITH�A�BEACH�BALL��#HALLENGE�
STUDENTS�TO�WORK�TOGETHER�TO�KEEP�THE�BEACH�BALL�IN�THE�AIR��#HALLENGE�STUDENTS�TO�KEEP�TRACK�
OF�THE�LENGTH�OF�TIME�THEY�ARE�ABLE�TO�KEEP�THE�BEACH�BALL�IN�THE�AIR��AND�OR�TO�COUNT�THE�
number of times they touch the beach ball before it falls to the ground. Encourage students to 
USE�A�VARIETY�OF�BODY�PARTS�TO�KEEP�THE�BEACH�BALL�IN�THE�AIR�

Clues that students are achieving 
the outcome…

EQUIPMENT
obstacle free area 
» beach ball for every 
2-3 students » balloons

RELATED RESOURCES
s� $AILY�0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY��!�(ANDBOOK�FOR�'RADES����3CHOOLS��

Alberta Education, 2006, www.education.alberta.ca/
teachers/resources/dpa/aspx 

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision considerations when planning 
indoor physical activities, see pages 19-20 in “Safety Guidelines for 
0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�)NJURY�#ONTROL�
AND�2ESEARCH��!#)#2	��������www.acicr.ualberta.ca.

Warm It Up

Lesson 4 of 6

Games in Small Spaces
Cooperation

#OMMUNICATION
Fair Play
Leadership
4EAMWORK� #���	�
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BALLOON FUN
"E�SURE�TO�TAKE�INTO�ACCOUNT�THE�ABILITIES�OF�ALL�STUDENTS�
when planning learning opportunities and incorporate 
variations as needed to ensure learning and success for 
ALL��)NSTRUCT�STUDENTS�TO�SIT�FACING�A�PARTNER�ONE�METER�
apart in two long lines. The space between the two 
lines is called the street. Start at one end of each line 
and instruct students call out a number beginning with the number one and counting 
up until all students in the line have called a number. The odd numbered students 
from one line and the even numbered students from the other line are a team and 
WILL�WORK�TOGETHER�TO�MOVE�A�BALLOON�DOWN�THE�STREET�INTO�THE�OPPOSING�TEAM�S�GOAL��
)DENTIFY�WHICH�END�OF�THE�STREET�WILL�BE�EACH�TEAM�S�GOAL�
4O�START�THE�GAME��PLACE�ONE�BALLOON�ON�THE�GROUND�IN�THE�MIDDLE�OF�THE�STREET��/N�
the signal to begin, teams will try to move the balloon down the street into the 
OPPOSING�TEAM�S�GOAL��%ACH�TEAM�S�CHALLENGE�IS�TO�lND�A�WAY�TO�WORK�TOGETHER�TO�
score a goal. There are no goalies and students are not permitted to leave their spot 
in line. The balloon cannot be held, it can only be pushed with the palm of the hand. 
/NCE�STUDENTS�BECOME�FAMILIAR�WITH�THE�GAME��TRY�ADDING�MORE�BALLOONS�AND�OR�HAVE�
students stand while playing. This game can also be played in several smaller groups.

Whoop It Up

#OLLECT�THE�BALLOONS�AND�CREATE�
groups of four students by beginning 
at one end of the lines and grouping 
two students from each line that are 
FACING�EACH�OTHER�TOGETHER��#ONTINUE�
creating groups of four as you move 
DOWN�THE�LINES��#OMBINE�REMAINING�
students to create groups of 5 where 
needed. Allow time for each group to 
discuss what the teams had to do to 
be successful in scoring a goal with the 
balloons, and what obstacles they had 
TO�OVERCOME�TO�BE�SUCCESSFUL��)NVITE�
each group to share one idea with the 
large group.

Wrap It Up

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision 
considerations when planning indoor 
physical activities, see pages 19-20 in 
“Safety Guidelines for Physical Activity 
IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�
)NJURY�#ONTROL�AND�2ESEARCH��!#)#2	��
������www.acicr.ualberta.ca.


